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- - - - - G E N E R A L N E W S- - - - -

Hi All

We had a great time yesterday at Electronic Circus.
Thanks to Frank en Herman and their team for their great effort to put on again a fantastic
festival.
This was the 9th edition and might I say on of the best.
It stated off with a great set by Fryderyk Jona who introduced his new CD "Warm Sequencing".
Fryderyk's music is driven by Schulze and Berlin School. Great music that really came
to full bloom during this concert. His new CD is now also in stock, listen to Dreamscape
for an impression, but if you missed EC then you missed this great performance!

I regret to say I missed the second concert because we had our diner at that time.
But the 3rd concert was by a new act I never seen or heard before, Metroland!!
A Belgian Duo that makes music in the vein of Kraftwerk!! And in a great way.
This was fast melodic and powerful with great visuals with every song!
We did their Merchandising so they could concentrate on the performance.
And after their set the T-Shirts, CD,s and 12"" flew of the stand.
I could not resist to get them in the catalog. If you love Kraftwerk then you will'
really enjoy this!!

And then came Ulrich Schnauss, what a musicians, this music is vast, wide
precise and so involving that it was a treat to hear it. (Although a bit loud!)
Ulrich made this a rememberable day. So much energy and musicality!!
I got a nice gift from him, his brand new CD release that will be released on the 4th
of November. But that gives me the chance to play a track for you all on Dreamscape readio!!

And last but not lease Hans Joachim Roedelius, history and present day on stage.
I only saw the very first half hour bit is was magic. His music is intriguing.
Provocative and sensitive! If the second part was as good as what I heard this
was a treat for the audience!
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It was also good to meet all who where there. We had some cool conversations
and we also booked the first act for E-Day 2017 :-) No none of the acts who played
on electronic Circus but I sure you will love who I booked as first act :-)
So a great festival and I would say up to number 10!!

During this Electronic Circus festival we saw a good set of new releases.
But the JUXTAPOSITION THE OIRSCHOT CONCERT (dvd) gr-227 is
of coarse for me and John Kerr very special it is our very first real DVD!!
"JUXTAPOSITION The Oirschot Concert" was recorded live during E-Day 2016
with guest appearances by John Dyson, Frank Dorittke, Jeffrey Haster
Bas Broekhuis and Harold v.d. Heijden. The recording was done from the
Master desk in a stereo Wave file and additional audience recordings
are from "illegal recordings by Andre Stooker and Niko Olofsen" thanks
for them it made my life much easier :-) (Ron)

The filming was done by Niko Olofsen and his Son on 5 Samsung Phones.
So although the quality is not solid 4K I think it is a remarkable
achievement. The video was Tangenized (extra enhancements added) and
edited by Niko Olofsen. We think he did a fabulous job on this with
the material he had!!

John and I would like to thanks John Dyson, Frank Dorittke, Jeffrey
Haster Bas Broekhuis and Harold v.d. Heijden for their remarkable
performances during this concert. And if you keep in mind that all
rehearsals where split (Yes we had NO full band rehearsal prior to the
day it self which gave us about 15 minutes of rehearsal time!!) we are
blessed with these 5 brilliant musicians. We hope you enjoy it.

And the first Groove GR-1000 series editions are released!!
Arcane - Automaton - GR-1001
A great Berlin School/Ambient album full of atmosphere and sounds made entirely with layers
of self generative modular synth atmospheres, sequences, vintage Fx, and Drums, to musically
mimic the self propelled nature of the Automaton.

Peters, Martin - Angels of Nowhere - GR-1002
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Martin Peters is one of the members of Beyond Berlin and this album is a great treat for me
because it contains one of the finest EM tracks I heard the last 10 years.
A New Day is a gem! A song that gives me goose bumps each time
I can listen to this again and again!!

So now you know what you can expect on the GR-1000 series. Known and unknown and
lesser known musicians will be featured here at a special price that even makes most
downloads more expensive :-)
The GR-1000 series are printed CD's (NO CDR!!) with a wallet (Cardboard) as cover.
This makes them easy to ship, and less expensive to produce because we can limited to 300
copies.
Mind you the CDs are NOT Limited!! We will offer these CDs for only € 11.75.
But we have something special for these, you can subscribe to the GR-1000 releases.
And when you do then you get them for only € 8.90 !! That is less then most downloads!
The game is that you take all releases of the GR-1000 numbers until further notice!.
Be assured these GR-1000 CD's will contain GREAT music with known but also unknown
artists.
Just to give you an idea, the coming artists on this series are Serge Devadder, Ron Boots and
some exciting new names like The Heisenberg Compensators!!
You can always stop a subscription but then you are not allegeable for the discount for the
next 3 releases!! We hope to introduce through this way good Electronic musicians and music
that would normally never have the chance to release a real CD and the possibility to get
support from a label like Groove because of the normal costs!!

NEW PRODUCTS
These products are NEW in our catalog. Further in this newsletter are more details.
Can Atilla - Can-I Yunus (cd)
Can Atilla - Can-I Yunus (Double LP) (2-lp)
Booth + Creek - Afterimage (ltd. edition) (cdr)
Booth + Creek - Persistence of vision (ltd. edition) (cdr)
Fryderyk Jona - Warm Sequencing (digipak) (cd)
Bertrand Loreau - In Search of Silence (cd)
Metroland - Mind the Gap (cd)
Metroland - Thalys (lp)
Metroland - Things Will Never Sound The Same Again (cd)
Metroland - Triadic Ballet (box) (3-cd)
Peters, Martin - Angels of Nowhere (cardboard sleeve) (cd)
Ulrich Schnauss - No Further ahead than today (cd)
Ulrich Schnauss - No Further ahead than today (4-lp)
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NEW PRODUCTS
These products are NEW in our catalog.
Further in this newsletter are more details.
Arcane - Automaton (cardboard sleeve) (cd)
Syndromeda - When IN-Side becomes OUT-Side (cdr)
Tonbieger - Strandgut (cdr)

All new releases are here http://www.groove.nl/index3.html
===============================================================
CONCERT INFO:
E-Live 2016 is sold out but there is still this great festivals to go to this fall.

And on November 12th we have:
B-Wave Festival 2016.
B-Wave is an annual festival in Belgium.
Just across the Dutch and German border.
And this years lineup is really cool check this out!!

Line-up & info
* Main Stage *
– LIGHTWAVE (FR)
– NOTHING BUT NOISE (BE)
– SPYRA feat. Roksana (DE)
– METEOR MUSIK (BE)
* Foyer Stage *
– XYRION (BE)
– STRANGE AND BORDER LINES (BE)

More information can be found here!
http://www.b-wave.be/blog/impressions/b-wave-festival-2016/

It will be held at the following address.
CC Muze
Dekenstraat 40
3550 Heusden-Zolder
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Belgium

Thanks for your time.

Ron Boots
-------------------------------------------------====== Dreamscape Radio =======
Dreamscape Radio show 379 is online!!
With music from Arcane, Peters, Schnauss e.a.
You can find Dreamscape here. http://www.dreamscaperadio.nl

---best sales since previous e-news ---

NON-GROOVE UNLIMITED LABEL
1: Vangelis - Rosetta (cd)
2: Stefan Erbe - Selectronique Debussy (cd)
3: Peter Mergener - Robotic Instinct (cdr)
4: Loom - Years In Music (2-cd)
5: Tangerine Dream - Live at the Philharmony Szczecin-Poland 2016 (2-cd)
6: Booth + Creek - Persistence of vision (cdr)
7: Tangerine Dream & others - Starmus - Sonic Universe (dvd)
8: Booth + Creek - Afterimage (cdr)
9: Vangelis - Sex power - Poem Symphonique (cd)
10: Can Atilla - Can-I Yunus (cd)
GROOVE UNLIMITED LABEL
1: Arcane - Automaton (cd)
2: John Kerr - Embracing the Inevitable (cd)
3: Peters, Martin - Angels of Nowhere (cd)
4: Gert Emmens - Last Alien (cd)
5: Ron Boots & John Kerr - Juxtaposition Live Highlights (cd)
6: VoLt - A Day Without Yesterday (cd)
7: Mythos - Jules Verne Around the world in 80 Minutes (cd)
8: Zanov - In Course of Time (cd)
9: Ron Boots & John Kerr - Juxtaposition (cd)
10: John Dyson - Aquarelle (cd)
====== Groove info =====
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If you missed the last E-News issues they are ALL also on-line!!
http://www.grooveunlimited.nl/
--------------------------------------------------------------

========= R E V I E W S =========
67691 Wollo, Erik - Star

Between the borders of a land of ice and the most white petit point in
the horizons of the cosmos, a big humming roams while being flogged by
the bites of sound stars. Heavy, this ambiospherical introduction
opens Erik Wollo's the last performance at the famous Star's End radio
show of 2015. This time, the Scandinavian electronic bard makes
counterweight to Silent Currents 3 by spreading an immense mosaic of
soundscapes where the breezes of the North and their haloes of
hoarfrost infiltrate the whispers of the caves of ice. “Star's End
2015 (Silent Currents 4)” is doubtless the most quiet show of the
series with linear and minimalist synth lines which intertwine their
slow ambient arcs with some fine astral modulations in their caresses.
We can hear the cosmos buzzing peacefully here as well as a thick
cloud of seraphic voices, sometimes even a choir, which get lost in
the hollow winds whistled by the high ice-cold tops. The whole thing
forg e s immense sound waves which always leave cosmic residues before
returning in cosmos. Layers of more seraphic voices swallow their
rollings at around the 20th minute, freeing a more bright corridor
where cavort crystal clear keys which wait only for a shadow of rhythm
in order to take life. These small sequenced pearls gambol around and
seem to shiver in the cold underground rivers of the Scandinavian
caves, except that their brightness is too weak to make take out the
rhythm of its den of serenity. It's as peaceable than soothing. The
movement remains black and crumbles its minutes to the meter while
that quite slowly is spreading the night over the shadows of Wollo in
the studios of Star's End on WXPN-FM in Philadelphia. We arrive at the
point of 30 minutes and the hollow breezes put on their wings another
tone. That of a guitar that Erik Wollo caresses slowly with an Ebow,
forging tears which get lost in our sense of hearing as were the ones
of a synth. A suspended river makes it s bed of sequences glittering
which is singing with the sighs of the Ebow and this fusion of voice
and of breezes which decorate the ambiences of "Silent Currents 4". A
structure of minimalist rhythm makes skip the waterfall of sequences,
structuring so an ambient rhythm which rings and resounds in layers of
distant voices and in the shadows of the six-strings. This brief phase
of aerial rhythm is swallowed by the anger of the winds which scold
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such as a distant machine of the cosmos, preparing the rather tribal
rhythm which brings us to 50th minute. It's another short phase which
fades out in rustles and in these immense layers of winds which
accompany this quiet travel of our subconscious fed on serenity in the
valley of Erik Wollo's silent currents.
Sylvain Lupari (April 26th, 2016)

- - - NEW and CHANGED entries - - - Additions and changes from September 22 2016 till October 2 2016

*track listing and cover added *
Arcane - AUTOMATON (cd) gr-1001
2016. After years a new Arcane album!! Paul Lawler the man behind
Arcane created this Berlin/Ambient album with help of only Modualr
Synths that self generative modular synth atmospheres, sequences,
vintage Fx, and Drums.
$ 14.75 / UKP 10.49 / EURO 11.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-1001

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Atilla, Can - CAN-I YUNUS (cd) 29709
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.99 / EURO 16.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=29709

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Atilla, Can - CAN-I YUNUS (DOUBLE LP) (2-lp) 62045
$ 31.25 / UKP 21.99 / EURO 24.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=62045

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Booth + Creek - AFTERIMAGE (cdr) 17691
$ 16.25 / UKP 11.49 / EURO 12.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=17691
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Booth + Creek - PERSISTENCE OF VISION (cdr) 30228
$ 16.25 / UKP 11.49 / EURO 12.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30228

*track listing and cover added *
Boots, Ron & Kerr, John - JUXTAPOSITION THE OIRSCHOT CONCERT (dvd) gr-227
2016. A 2 hour resgistration of the E-Day 2016 Concert With Bas
Broekhuis, HaroldvdHeijden, Synthex, Frank Dorittke and John Dyson.
Release date: Oct 2016
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-227

*new in stock *
Erik Wollo + Byron Metcalf - EARTH LUMINOUS (cd) 27276
2016. Ambient music at its best!!.
$ 19.25 / UKP 13.49 / EURO 15.40
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=27276

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jona, Fryderyk - WARM SEQUENCING (cd) 22045
2016. A great mix of Berlin School and modern electronic music, Recommended!!.
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=22045

*new entry / new in stock *
Loreau, Bertrand - IN SEARCH OF SILENCE (cd) 22316
2016. feat. Lambert.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=22316

*new in stock *
Metcalf, Byron - MEDICINE WORK (cd) 78393
2013. With Rob Thomas on Didgeridoo.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=78393
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Metroland - MIND THE GAP (cd) 22817
$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=22817

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Metroland - THALYS (lp) 61518
2014. special set with LP/CD.
$ 37.49 / UKP 26.25 / EURO 29.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=61518

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Metroland - THINGS WILL NEVER SOUND THE SAME AGAIN (cd) 57691
$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=57691

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Metroland - TRIADIC BALLET (3-cd) 10228
$ 34.99 / UKP 24.49 / EURO 27.95
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=10228

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Peters, Martin - ANGELS OF NOWHERE (cd) gr-1002
2016. Martin Peters is one of the members of Beyond Berlin. And this
is his very first real CD release on Groove Unlimited. Very beautiful
Berlin School with passion and heart!!.
$ 14.75 / UKP 10.49 / EURO 11.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-1002

*new in stock *
Roach, Steve - SHADOW OF TIME (cd) 39709
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.75 / EURO 16.80
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=39709
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Schnauss, Ulrich - NO FURTHER AHEAD THAN TODAY (cd) 37980
Release date: Nov 4 2016
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.99 / EURO 16.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=37980

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Schnauss, Ulrich - NO FURTHER AHEAD THAN TODAY (4-lp) 69004
Release date: Nov 4 2016
$ 36.25 / UKP 25.49 / EURO 28.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=69004

*new in stock *
Steve Roach + Robert Logan - BIOSONIC (cd) 26915
2016. Ambient music at its best!!.
$ 19.25 / UKP 13.49 / EURO 15.40
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=26915

*new in stock *
Steve Roach + Robert Logan - SECOND NATURE (cd) 20721
2016. Ambient music at its best!!.
$ 19.25 / UKP 13.49 / EURO 15.40
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=20721

*released *
Vangelis - ROSETTA (cd) 26381
2016. First new release in 18 YEARS, INSPIRED BY ESA'S ROSETTA MISSION.
$ 23.75 / UKP 16.75 / EURO 18.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=26381

*released *
Vangelis - ROSETTA (2-lp) 72316
2016. First new release in 18 YEARS, INSPIRED BY ESA'S ROSETTA MISSION.
$ 36.25 / UKP 25.49 / EURO 28.90
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Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=72316

*new in stock *
Wollo, Erik - STAR'S END 2015 (SILENT CURRENTS 4) (cd) 67691
2016. Ambient, rhythmic and melodic.
Digipak
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.75 / EURO 16.80
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=67691

===== Where to get Groove =====
As all know you can get all Groove titles on out website www.groove.nl
And for those who like to buy the music as a download we have of coarse the
following outlets:

Most Groove releases are also available as Downloads on the Groove
Download page.
Go to https://shop.groove.nl/ and shop around,
But there are also releases by many other artists among them John Kerr, Remy.

For those who are a costumer of CD Baby we have also a lot of titles there
for in their program and we try to keep up with the stock there..
And they are also available through I-Tunes and Amazon downloads!
These have been added this year.

Groove is now also on Bandcamp.
The last months we have added new titles and we are adding them daily
if the time allows!
https://grooveunlimited.bandcamp.com/
You can now order from bandcamp and I hope to add new titles fast!!

MY.GROOVE.NL
A free service for customers.
Log-in for your order history, shipping dates,
concert tickets and more. http://my.groove.nl
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Two remarks:
1) The order history is updated AFTER we send you
an invoice. NOT after you placed an order.
2) The "FORGOT PASSWORD" option on the log-in
page sends the passwor
d to the Email address of your invoice.
__,_._,___
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